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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Politically stable, strategically located on the Straits of Gibraltar between Europe and Africa, and committed to re-
forms aimed at increasing foreign investment, Morocco was the largest recipient of foreign direct investment (FDI) 
in the Maghreb region in 2014.  In spite of slowed capital flows to the Arab region following the Arab Spring and 
the global economic downturn, FDI investments in Morocco grew 7.8% in 2014, reaching US$ 3.5 bn.   Largely, this 
is the result of the Moroccan government’s sustained effort to implement economic policies aimed at attracting 
foreign investment and effective leveraging of the country’s geographic placement to turn Morocco into a cross-
continental, regional economic hub.  

In 2009, Morocco implemented its “National Plan for Industrial Development,” with a strategic focus on growing the 
manufacturing sector through increased foreign capital. Thus far, the plan has been relatively successful: major for-
eign investments from companies like Canada’s Bombardier and France’s Renault have contributed to the creation 
of 75,000 manufacturing jobs in the last ten years.  The government updated its strategy in 2014 with a focus on 
building connections between industrial leaders and small businesses, with the ambitious goal of creating 500,000 
new manufacturing jobs by 2020.  However, while Morocco has made significant progress in growing its industrial 
sector, real estate and tourism still receive the largest shares of FDI at 39% and 15% respectively, with industry in 
third position at 12%.  

In 2010, King Mohammed VI launched Casablanca Finance City (CFC), a financial center aimed to position Casa-
blanca as a “Gateway” for businesses and international institutions looking to invest and expand on the African 
continent.  The establishment of the CFC, currently the second ranked financial center on the African continent, 
follows Morocco’s efforts to attract investment through the signing of 62 bilateral investment treaties, including the 
US-Morocco Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and the Association Agreement with the European Union. Additionally, 
Morocco’s Investment Charter set up a convertibility system for foreign investors, guaranteeing free repatriation of 
invested capital and free transfer of profits.   

In spite of a weak agricultural harvest and low external demand, the Moroccan economy grew 2.7% in 2014, and 
projections for 2015 and 2016 are positive: 4.5% and 5%, respectively. Furthermore, general improvements in qual-
ity of life, such as a nearly 10% reduction in the poverty rate, are good indicators of increased social cohesion and 
continued political stability.  While France, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, and the United States were the 
country’s largest sources of foreign investment in 2014, Morocco also achieved 13% growth in trade with sub-
Saharan Africa, further proof of its status as a regional economic hub.   

However, Morocco does present potential investors with several hurdles. A shortage of qualified labour means in-
creased hiring costs, in spite of a 21% unemployment rate among people aged 15-24 in 2014.  Partially, this stems 
from a notoriously weak education system: over 35% of Moroccans over the age of 10 are illiterate.  Moreover, 
Morocco’s overly large bureaucracy can be difficult to navigate, labour regulations remain a serious constraint (par-
ticularly regarding layoffs), and intellectual property rights are not always upheld.   

Nonetheless, as one of Africa’s largest economies with a 2014 GDP of US$ 107 bn, Morocco remains a strong MENA 
FDI investment.  With a legal framework extremely favourable to investors, a stable political climate, an ambitious 
privatisation programme, and sophisticated infrastructure including 15 international airports and the thriving 
Tanger-Med port, Morocco offers a number of promising FDI investment opportunities across a variety of economic 
sectors. 
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GOVERNMENT FRAMEWORK

In 2011, King Mohammed VI announced Morocco’s transition to a constitutional monarchy, strengthening parlia-
ment and promoting the Prime Minister to “Head of State.”  While other countries in the region collapsed into chaos, 
Morocco remained stable, responding to limited discontent among citizenry with democratic reform and measures 
to address economic inequities. However, parliamentary and democratic reforms have not changed the govern-
ment’s emphasis on attracting FDI investment, as evidenced by a wide range of legal reforms and macro-economic 
policy shifts to improve the investment climate, and well as the launch of Casablanca Finance City and an ambitious 
industrial development plan.  

Currently, Morocco has 62 bilateral agreements to promote investment, including the Association Agreement with 
the EU and the United States-Morocco Free Trade Agreement (FTA). The agreements have had significant economic 
benefits: since the FTA’s establishment in 2006, for example, trade between the USA and Morocco has risen by 
300%. The government has also worked to ensure investor confidence through 51 agreements intended to elimi-
nate the possibility of double taxation on gains or income, guarantees of full currency convertibility (for free trans-
fer of profits, capital transactions, and free repatriation of invested capital), and the 2012 endorsement of the Joint 
Principles for International Investment and the Joint Principles for Information and Communication Technology 
Services.   

In order to protect foreign investors, Morocco passed an Investment Charter in 1995, guaranteeing the same ben-
efits to foreign and national investors in all sectors (except for agriculture) and reaffirming its commitment to the 
enforcement of Arbitration proceedings.  Furthermore, the government established the Moroccan Investment De-
velopment Agency (AMDI) under the Ministry of Industry, Trade and New Technologies in 2009 with the express 
goal of promoting foreign investment in Morocco. Among other roles, the agency helps investors take advantage 
of numerous investment incentives, such as VAT and Import Duty exemptions, corporate tax holidays, and if the 
company is accepted, additional privileges through association with Casablanca Finance City (CFC).  
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Key Players

The Moroccan Investment Development Agency (AMDI) is the national body tasked with developing and promot-
ing investment in Morocco. Created in 2009 under the auspices of the Ministry of Industry, Trade and New Tech-
nologies, the agency offers free services to potential investors, publishes reports on investment opportunities, and 
proposes legislation aimed to improvement Morocco’s investment climate.  With offices and representatives in the 
United States and in several European countries, and up-to-date information (offered in five languages) regarding 
opportunities and regulations in important FDI economic sectors (tourism, industry, finance, telecommunications 
etc.), the AMDI is critical part of Morocco’s effort to attract foreign investment.  

In 2010, the Moroccan government created Casablanca Finance City (CFC), a financial centre located in the heart 
of the Casablanca. Now the second ranked African financial centre, the CFC was created to position Morocco as a 
financial hub for Francophone Africa, and an entry point for foreign businesses looking to access African markets. 
The CFC targets financial institutions, regional headquarters for multinationals, and professional services firms. 
Companies that receive CFC status benefit from a number of important incentives including exemption from cor-
porate taxes for five years and significantly reduced rates thereafter. Companies with regional headquarters in the 
CFC, for example, pay 10% rather than the standard 30% taxes on profits.  

Morocco’s recent success in attracting investment is largely a result of King Mohammed VI. While his father, King 
Hassan II, was largely criticized both for his authoritarianism, and for certain nepotistic policies that discouraged 
investors – many felt they could not compete with the former king’s vast holdings and dominance of several indus-
tries – King Mohammed VI has taken a different path. By selling some of his shares in Morocco’s largest companies 
– like the Société Nationale d’Investissement – to foreign companies, pursuing close economic cooperation with 
the United States, and responding to the Arab Spring with moderate democratic reform, the King has improved 
Morocco’s image as a stable, promising place for FDI.   
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Legal Framework

Morocco has a highly developed legal framework that favours FDI in a number of important ways. The most im-
portant piece of legislation regulating investment is the 1995 Investment Charter, which gives investors the same 
benefits regardless of industry (except for agriculture). Additionally, the law reinforced a convertibility regime set 
up in 1992 by the Foreign Exchange Office’s Circular 1589. The convertibility regime eliminated harmful exchange 
controls, allowing foreigners to freely conduct investment operations, and to transfer revenues without limitations 
on amount or duration. Transferable income includes interest on loans, and profits earned by Moroccan companies 
or Moroccan branches of foreign companies.  The free transfer of capital and profits made in foreign currency is one 
of the 1995 Charter’s most important guarantees. 

The 1990 passage of Law 39-89 allowed for the transfer of previously public enterprises to private hands through 
tendering, direct awards, and stock exchange offerings. Since the earliest privatisation deal in 1993, more than 46 
companies and 25 hotels have been purchased for over US$ 12 bn. Private ownership has brought a number of 
major improvements in service, employment and competitiveness. 

As a member of the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) and a party to the New York 
Convention of 1958, Morocco has a firm commitment to uphold all arbitration awards and dispute settlements, 
whether decided in local or foreign courts. Arbitration is regulated by the 2007 08-05 Law, which adheres to in-
ternational norms and contains provisions on international arbitration, mediation, and conciliation.  The option 
of choosing arbitration outside Morocco is a strong incentive for foreign investors, partially due to inefficiencies 
in Moroccan courts stemming from factors like inadequate training for legal personnel and inconsistent rulings.  

Lastly, the signing of 62 bilateral investment agreements (BITs) and 50 double taxation treaties are critical reasons 
for FDI investment. In terms of number of BITs, Morocco is second only to Egypt in the Arab World.   And while 
foreign investment faces some limitations in sectors like air and maritime transport and agriculture, these are not 
meaningful barriers to investment. Though foreign companies are barred from owning and cultivating agricultural 
land, for example, they can purchase 99-year leases, largely mitigating a potential obstacle.  

FDI Track Record

In 2009, Morocco became the 42nd adherent to the OECD Declaration on International Investment and Multina-
tional Enterprises, a testament to the country’s strong economic performance, ambitious privatisation program, 
efforts to liberalise its economy, and increased transparency in regulations governing investment.  Between 2003 
and 2008, Moroccan economic growth averaged 5.1%, a nearly 2% jump from average growth between 1999 and 
2002. Although growth and FDI slowed in recent years due to the economic crisis and the Arab Spring, Morocco is 
firmly on the rebound. After 2.7% GDP growth in 2014, the country is expected to reach to 4.5% and 5% growth in 
2015 and 2016, similar to pre-global recession growth levels.  Morocco was largest recipient of FDI in the Maghreb 
in 2013, and in spite of slowed GDP growth, 2014 FDI increased by 7.8%. 

In 2014, real estate (39%), tourism (15%), and industry (12%) received the largest share of FDI, with investors from 
France (21%), the UAE (13.5), Saudi Arabia (13%), and the United States (12%) playing the largest roles.  Since the 
privatisation program was launched in 1990, however, Spanish investors have also been particularly active in Mo-
roccan market, and telecommunications, banking, and energy have also been significant FDI targets. Between 1999 
and 2003, for example, telecommunications was the largest FDI recipient. 

FDI Drivers

In order to encourage increased FDI, the Moroccan government continues to leverage its strategic geographic po-
sition as a regional economic hub and gateway to Francophone Africa. Trade between Morocco and sub-Saharan 
Africa increased by 13% in 2014, and Morocco’s largest banks (Attijariwafa Bank, Banque Centrale Populaire, and 
BMCE Bank) are all working to expand into the rapidly growing regional market.  Though Africa’s 5% average GDP 
annual growth rate is second only to East Asia, Francophone West Africa still lacks a major financial centre, a gap 
that the Casablanca Finance City aims to fill.  
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In addition to critical trade agreements with the United States and the EU, Morocco has concluded a number of 
treaties with African states, including 17 Agreements for the Protection and Promotion of Investments. Moroccan 
investment in Africa, particularly in banking, telecommunications and insurance, continues to improve. Addition-
ally, the Casablanca Stock Exchange participated in creation the Association of French-speaking African Stock Ex-
changes in 2011, binding the Moroccan economy more closely to its West African counterparts. 

In 2010, King Mohammed VI launched Casablanca Finance City (CFC), now the second ranked financial centre in Af-
rica. CFC was created with the intention of attracting overseas companies, particularly financial institutions, major 
multinational corporations and professional services firms, to Morocco. In addition to generous corporate benefits 
already in place, companies registered with CFC receive a number of additional benefits: an export turnover tax 
rate of 8.75% instead of 17.5%, reduced personal income tax rates for employees, and expedited processes for work 
permits for foreign employees.   Through construction is not yet complete and companies are not physically lo-
cated in the CFC centre, CFC had already brought in 50 firms, including BNP Paribas and Boston Consulting Group. 

Stakeholder Confidence

Though Morocco has put numerous reforms and incentives in place to boost investor confidence, a number of is-
sues remain. From 2014 to 2015, Morocco dropped four places in the World Bank’s “Doing Business” report, moving 
to 71st out of 189 countries. Largely, this is the result of a heavy bureaucracy and regulatory opacity, though some 
have also pointed to expensive hiring practices and a limited domestic market.  

Though the government has made efforts to improve, corruption remains a problem. Transparency International 
ranked Morocco 80th out of 175 countries, and stated that the government’s “budget openness” was “minimal.”  
Additionally, problems hamper Morocco’s judiciary system. Judges often have inadequate training for commercial 
disputes, and cases are resource-intensive. Moreover, requirements for case publishing don’t exist. Furthermore, 
some investors have complained that Morocco offers poor protection for intellectual property. Nevertheless, im-
provements to judiciary have been made through the 1997 establishment of special commercial courts, numerous 
investors have cited Morocco’s commitment to upholding international arbitration awards as an important factor 
for continued investment.  

Government Impact

Since coming to the throne in 1999, King Mohammed VI has consistently worked to attract foreign investors, build-
ing on the initiatives of his father, King Hassan II. In 1993, King Hassan II launched an ambitious privatisation pro-
gram aimed at sectors like tourism, agribusiness, telecommunications, and banking.  Since 1993, dozens of compa-
nies and hotels have passed to private hands, totally over US$ 12 bn. Since King Mohamed IV began selling some 
of his vast holdings in Moroccan companies, the privatisation process has become increasingly important.  Indeed, 
fluctuations in FDI between 2000 and 2005, for example, were largely due to privatisation opportunities. By the end 
of 2007, total revenues due to foreign investment (bolstered by privatisation), primarily in telecommunications, 
tourism, financial services, and energy, totalled more than US$ 8 bn, and included major companies like Renault, 
Total, and Morgan Stanley. 

Over the past few years, King Mohammed VI has successfully navigated Morocco through minor political turmoil 
brought on by the Arab Spring, as well as the global economic downturn that saw FDI decreases across the world. 
As governments across the region collapsed, the King responded to limited protest with a new constitution in 2011, 
marking Morocco’s transition to a constitutional monarchy. Due to his willingness to compromise and sustained 
effort to fight poverty, the King remains extremely popular, an important guarantor of Morocco’s stability.  
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FDI MARKET FOCUS

After a brief dip during the global economic recession and the Arab Spring, Morocco is once again on again on the 
rise, with corresponding increases in FDI.  After 2.7% growth in 2014, the Moroccan GDP is expected to increase by 
4.5% and 5% in 2015 and 2016 respectively, roughly on par with average growth between 2003-2008.  Considering 
FDI grew by 7.8% in 2014, in spite of a weak harvest and lower than average external demand, continued FDI in-
crease looks probable.  Due to its stable political climate, advanced infrastructure, strategic geographic placement 
as a bridge between Europe and Africa, efforts to create a legal and incentive system favourable to investors, new 
focus on renewable energy, and close connections with the United States, the European Union, and sub-Saharan 
Africa, Morocco is a highly recommended choice for FDI investment.  

Key Trends

As the only country in North Africa with no natural oil reserves, Morocco is a major energy importer. In 2012, 96% 
of its energy came from external sources, and the country’s expensive energy bill (US$ 7.3 bn in 2009) will only 
increase: electricity demand is predicted to quadruple by 2030.  Thus, the government has launched a number of 
initiatives to increase renewable energy, with new opportunities for FDI. 

By 2020, the government aims to invest nearly US$ 19 bn to increase energy independence, with the goals of creat-
ing 50,000 jobs and producing 42% of electric power through renewable sources.  Launched in 2009, the Moroc-
can Solar Plan, implemented by the public-private company Masen, aims to generation 200 MW of solar capacity 
by 2020 (14% of total electric capacity). In 2010, the government launched the Moroccan Integrated Wind Energy 
Project, a US$ 3.7 bn investment, with the goal of wind energy accounting for 14% of the national energy balance 
by 2020. 

Real GDP Growth & Net FDI/GDP 

Source : NKC Research
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Source Country Percentage of FDI (2014)

France

Kuwait

UAE

Switzerland

Saudi Arabia

Spain

USA

Italy

Turkey

UK

21.0

5.3

13.3

5.1

12.8

4.3

11.9

3.6

2.7

2.6

FDI Inflows by Source Country

Source : Egypt Ministry of Investment  

Market Network

Currently, Morocco has 62 Bilateral Trade agreements, including an Association Agreement with the EU and a Free 
Trade Agreement with the United States, in addition to over 50 bilateral treaties designed to protect investors from 
double taxation. Trade between the US and Morocco has increased 300% since the signing of the FTA in 2006, while 
trade between Morocco and sub-Saharan Africa increased by 13% in 2014. 

Historically, France and Spain have been Morocco’s largest trading partners, though Spanish investment made up 
only 4% of Moroccan FDI in 2014. France (21%), the UAE (13.5%), Saudi Arabia (13%) and United States (12%) were 
Morocco’s largest FDI investors in 2014, with real estate (39%), tourism (15%), and industry (12%) as the mostly 
heavily invested in sectors.  However, telecommunications made up the largest portion of FDI less than a decade 
ago (21% at the end of 2007), and remains a critical part of the Moroccan economy.  Moreover, recent efforts to 
drastically improve agriculture through the Green Morocco Plan, and increase solar power through the Moroccan 
Solar Plan, could mean that energy (5.2% of FDI investment in 2014) and agriculture offer profitable future invest-
ment possibility.   

FDI Focal Points

In 2014, real estate (39%), tourism (15%) and industry (12%) were the largest recipients of Morocco’s US$ 3.6 bn of 
FDI.  However, telecommunications and banking/insurance (recipients of 27% and 20% of 2007 FDI, respectively) 
remain important to the country’s economic growth, and could see increases in FDI flows in coming years. Though 
the Casablanca Finance City (CFC) was launched in 2010 and has already brought in several dozen firms, construc-
tion of the CFC will finish by 2016. Built in the middle of Casablanca, Africa’s second largest financial centre offers 
increased corporate incentives to an already favourable investment climate; attracting more banks and insurance 
firms is a major focus.   

Energy, the recipient of 5.2% of FDI in 2014, is also poised to attract increased investment. Though the 96% of 
Morocco’s energy came from outside sources in 2012, new initiatives, spearheaded by organizations like Agence 
Nationale pour le Développement des Energies Renouvelables et de l’Efficacité Energétique and the Moroccan 
Agency for Solar Energy, are intended to drastically increase production of renewable energy over the coming 
years. By 2020, the government aims to use solar, wind, and hydroelectric sources for 42% of energy consumption.
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Technology Development

Though tourism, real estate and industry remain the largest recipients of Moroccan FDI, and recent years have seen 
major increases in manufacturing, agriculture is the still Morocco’s largest employer (around 40%) and accounts for 
nearly a fifth of GDP.   Sharply fluctuating rainfall and other shifts in the weather have grown less predictable with 
climate change, leading to significant economic consequences. The import to production ratio for grain imports, 
for example, was 15% after a strong harvest in 1994 and 244% after a drought in 2000. Additionally, unpredictable 
agricultural output is a threat to political stability; successful farming reduces rural to urban migration, often a 
catalyst of social unrest.  

In 2008, the government launched the Green Morocco Plan, aimed to reform the agriculture sector and achieve 
sustainable growth. Technological innovation is a key part of the effort to support small farmers. The introduction 
of high yield draught resistant crops, new equipment for drip irrigation, crop rotation, and effective information 
sharing in terms of crops better suited to market demand, are important technological advancements in Moroc-
can agriculture. As the Green Morocco Plan will require US$ 10 bn in financing, agriculture looks to offer promising 
investment opportunities. 

Successes and Failures

Over the course of the past two decades, Morocco has had considerable success in launching a number of re-
forms and projects aimed to boost investment. The country’s 2009 National Plan for Industrial Development and 
2014 Emergence plan have dramatically improved industry, with the goal of creating 500,000 jobs by 2020. Major 
manufacturers, like Renault and Bombardier have already opened factories in Morocco, largely due to the fact that 
the country’s advanced and high-capacity port system greatly facilitates export.  Additionally, Morocco’s gradual 
privatisation plan (launched in 1990) has resulted in the transfer of dozens of hotels and companies to private 
ownership. By 2007, total revenues from foreign investors reached over US$ 8 bn. Additionally, foreign capital has 
allowed important companies, like Maroc Telecom, to expand and increase market shares, both in Morocco and 
abroad. However, Morocco’s recent drop in the World Bank “Doing Business” rankings, down four places to 71st out 
of 189, is indicative of continuing obstacles for investment. 

 Though efforts like “Transparency Maroc” have been applauded by international governments, corruption remains 
a major problem: Morocco ranks 80th of 175 countries according to Transparency international. And while the 
country’s legal framework is favourable to investment, poor implementation, unpredictable rulings, and a complex 
bureaucracy are significant impediments.  

Sector Percentage of FDI (2014)

Real Estate

Trade

Tourism

Large Scale Projects

Industry

Energy and Mining

Holding

Banking

38.6

5.8

14.7

5.6

11.9

5.2

7.2

2.8

FDI Inflows by Sector

Source : Egypt Ministry of Investment  
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Challenges to FDI

Morocco remains a promising country for FDI investment, but challenges remain.  Often, investment obstacles are 
a function of the country’s continued economic dependence on agriculture. In spite of Morocco’s recent success in 
attracting heavy industry through the 2014 Emergence Plan, and major financial institutions through Casablanca 
Finance City (CFC), agriculture remains the largest employer (around 40%) of the population and consistently ac-
counts for nearly a fifth of Moroccan GDP.    Thus last year’s relatively weak harvest was a major factor in relatively 
limited GDP growth: the Moroccan economy grew 2.7% in 2014 as opposed to 4.7% in 2013. 

Investors have additionally pointed to an inefficient and at times unpredictable legal system, a heavy bureaucracy, 
relatively expensive hiring costs, and significant corruption as other challenges for FDI investors.  However, Mo-
rocco’s commitment to enforcing international arbitration decision, attractive investment incentives particularly 
through the CFC, and efforts to liberalize investment regulations and privatize state owned businesses, have done 
much to mitigate investment concerns. FDI increased by 7.8% in 2014, and predicted GDP growth in 2015 and 2016 
should inspire investor confidence. 

Regional and Global Outlook

Morocco’s steady transition to a constitutional monarchy, close cooperation with the United States and Europe, 
and effective infrastructure are critical to King Mohammed VI’s regional ambitions.  During the outbreak of the 
Arab Spring in 2010 and 2011, Morocco experienced protests calling for democratisation. But unlike other regional 
leaders, Mohammed VI responded effectively, ushering in a new constitution, parliamentary elections and a wave 
of democratic reform and while simultaneously attacking social ills (like poverty and unemployment) with renewed 
vigour. He remains popular and the political situation is stable. 

In 2008, the European Union, Morocco’s most important trading partner, granted the Kingdom “Advanced Status,” 
following the United States designation of Morocco as major non-NATO ally in 2004. Morocco’s close security coop-
eration with the US in the fight against global terrorism has had significant economic benefits: since the signing of 
their free trade agreement in 2006, trade the two countries has increased 300%.  

Taking advantage of Morocco’s strategic geographic location, the government’s construction of the Tanger-Med 
Port, only 10 miles from Europe with a future holding capacity of 8 mn containers, is intended to further solidify the 
Kingdom’s position as a “gateway to Africa” and a regional economic hub.  In light of efforts to increase industrial 
output, the port will allow major manufacturers to ship products overseas. 

Competitive Edge

Located on the Straits of Gibraltar between Europe and Africa, Morocco has successfully utilised its strategic geo-
graphic placement to attract FDI. Recent government measures, like the 2009 National Plan for Industrial Devel-
opment and 2014 Emergence Plan, have encouraged export-oriented manufacturing, with the aim of creating 
500,000 jobs by 2014. Morocco’s thirteen ports allow manufactures, like Renault and Bombardier, to ship products 
overseas. In 2014, Tanger-Med, the country’s largest port, processed 3 mn containers. When fully operational in 
2016, Tanger-Med is slated to become the largest trans-shipment hub in Africa. 

Though investors have expressed concern about corruption and an inefficient court system, particularly regarding 
commercial matters, Morocco has done a far better job than its North African counterparts at guaranteeing stabil-
ity. While Libya has collapsed into chaos and the Tunisian revolution resulted in the ouster of the former govern-
ment, Algeria remains a challenging and highly unpredictable investment climate.  In contrast, Morocco has suc-
cessfully transitioned towards constitutional monarchy, remains committed to enforcing international arbitration, 
and maintains close security cooperation with the West.
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ECONOMY AND RISK PROFILE 

Economics forecasts

GDP, constant prices

GDP, current prices
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Source:  IMF
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Growth Back on Track in 2015

The Moroccan economy is set to deliver growth of around 5% over the coming two years, the International Mon-
etary Fund said in June 2015 after discussions with the authorities on the second review of economic performance 
under the Precautionary and Liquidity Line (PLL). Economic growth slowed sharply in 2014 mainly due to a slump 
in the agricultural sector, which contracted by about 10% year-on-year. Weak demand from the eurozone affected 
the construction and manufacturing sectors in the first half of the year. However this overshadowed the fact that 
the rest of the economy strengthened with exports from the aeronautics and automotive industries performing 
strongly. The economy grew at an annual rate of 2.7% in the final quarter of 2014 compared with 1.7% in the first 
quarter. Growth in Morocco averaged 4.5% between 1999 and 2013. GDP per capita has increased significantly in 
recent years but lags behind the wider regional average.

Oil Prices and Investment Provide a Boost

The Moroccan authorities have taken strong policy actions to reduce the vulnerabilities of the economy with a 
package of reforms. The economy is likely to accelerate over the coming four years as agricultural output returns to 
trend and the economy benefits from the investment in the automobile sector. The IMF said that over the medium 
term, growth should continue to accelerate, subject to an improvement in external conditions and the implemen-
tation of reforms. Meanwhile the major fall in oil prices since the summer of 2014 will boost household wealth that 
in turn should lead to higher rates of consumer spending. An expected expansion of Moroccan firms into new 
markets, together with increased investment in infrastructure are expected to drive growth above 5%, surpassing 
pre-Arab Spring growth rates.
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Central Bank Monitoring Rising Inflation

Inflation is on a worrying upward trend. Core inflation, which reflects the underlying trend of prices, reached 2.0% 
in May 2015, its highest since September 2013, and up from 1.7% the previous month. However headline inflation, 
which is heavily influenced by food prices that make up 40% of the inflation basket, eased to 1.6% from 1.7%. April’s 
rise in the headline rate from 1.4% to 1.7% was due mainly to an accelerated rise in volatile food prices from 2.4% 
to 3.3%. The government scrapped fuel subsidies at the beginning of 2014, which has meant that the fall in global 
oil prices has fed through into lower household fuel prices. Despite the recent rise, overall inflation remains low 
and inflation expectations are well anchored. In December 2014 the central bank cut its main policy interest rate to 
2.5% in the face of weak inflationary pressures and low growth following a cut in September. However the central 
bank, which decided to keep rates unchanged for sixth running in a row in June, warned that it was monitoring 
rising international oil prices.
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Narrowing Trade Deficit

The trade deficit narrowed by 25.3% year-on-year in May 2015, due mostly to a 9.6% fall in imports that itself was 
driven by a 33.3% contraction in energy purchases. Meanwhile a 5.8% surge in exports helped reduce the deficits 
with notable increases including an improvement of 22.3% in shipments of phosphates and derivative products 
and 15.4% in the sales of automotive industry. The trade deficit is forecast to shrink to US$ 15.4 bn in 2015 from 
US$ 20.4 bn in 2013. Morocco has a managed float exchange-rate system against a euro-dominated basket of cur-
rencies. In April 2015 the central bank adjusted the weightings so the euro moved from an 80% to a 60% weighting 
with the dollar making up 40%. The authorities allowed the currency to depreciate by about 11% against the dollar 
during 2014 although it has stabilised for much of 2015. Analysis of purchasing power parity by the Financial Times 
using an index of milk prices indicated that the dirham was 30% overvalued in May 2015. Forecasts by the Econo-
mist Intelligence Unit for noozz.com show the currency appreciating by half of that — 14.4% from MAD 10.16 to 
MAD 8.7 — between the end of the 2015 and 2020.

Current Account Deficit Narrowing 

The narrowing trade deficit and the fall in oil prices have contributed to a narrowing in the current account deficit. 
The IMF calculates oil imports decreased by 10% of GDP in 2014, contributing to about 0.75% of the reduction of 
the current account deficit. The current account deficit fell from 7.6% to 5.6% of GDP between 2013 and 2014 or 
from US$ 7.9 bn to US$ 6.4 bn, thanks in part to a US$ 1 bn increase of grants from Gulf Cooperation Council coun-
tries to US$ 1.8 bn in 2014. The Moroccan central bank expects the current account deficit should hover around 3% 
in 2015, line with IMF forecasts, assuming Morocco’s export demand maintains momentum.
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Fiscal Deficit Reduced 

The overall deficit contracted by 0.3 percentage points in 2014 to 4.9% of GDP in 2014 from 5.2% in 2013, when 
weaker economic activity hurt tax revenue, which was estimated to have fallen by 0.8% of GDP. In nominal terms 
the deficit fell to US$ 44.9 bn from US$ 45.7 bn. The government also benefited from the decision to end fuel sub-
sidies in early 2014. The first four months of 2015 have been a 49.6% annual decline in the fiscal deficit. Revenues 
rose by 4.8% although that was driven by income from state-owned bodies that rose to MAD 4.2 bn while general 
tax receipts increased by a just 0.4%. Public debt is estimated to have risen by close to 3% of GDP to 66.4% of GDP 
between 2013 and 2014. It is expected to peak at about 65% in 2015 before decreasing to about 63% by 2018. 
Foreign exchange reserves reached US$ 19.4 bn, the equivalent of five months and 25 days of goods and services’ 
imports. They should further improve to cover around six months of imports by the end of 2015.

Unemployment and Poverty Remain Challenging 

The economic slowdown led to a rise in unemployment over 2014. The jobless rate rose by 0.7 percentage points 
over the year to 9.9%. This was despite a 0.3% decrease in the labour force participation rate. While this is lower than 
the MENA’s average, Morocco shares the weakness seen in many neighbouring countries of high rates among the 
youth (20.6%, up from 19.6% a year earlier). The largest increases in the unemployment rate seen noticed in urban 
areas among the youth aged 15-24 (2.1 points), women (1.5 points) and graduates (1.3 points). There is still a need 
to address structural unemployment and to increase female labour force participation and reduce the gender gap.
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Positive Medium Term Outlook

After the dip in the economy in 2014, it is expected to show a rebound in growth. The IMF sees annual GDP growth 
rates hitting 5% next year and rising in the subsequent two years. The World Bank has a more modest growth peak-
ing at 4.5% in 2017 but a similar upward trajectory. Inflation is expected to remain low at about 2%. The positive 
forecasts are based on an assumption that the authorities will continue to implement economic reforms in labour 
and business markets. The new so-called “organic” budget law is expected to strengthen the budgetary framework 
by introducing multi-year budgeting, and establish a golden rule to limit new net borrowing to the financing of 
capital spending. To improve further the investment climate, the Government announced its intention to proceed 
with justice reform, improve access to financing, especially for the SMEs, and address access to land constraints.

Overview of Risk 

Morocco is set to benefit from a period of sustained growth and continuing political stability. However risks remain 
arising from global economic conditions, high unemployment and continuing levels of business bureaucracy and 
corruption.

• Political risk (MEDIUM):  The political stability following the establishment of a constitutional monarchy and 
successful elections in 2011 may be undermined by delays in the timing of local elections

• Economic risk (MEDIUM): The economic outlook is positive but the economy is vulnerable to negative changes 
in the world economy and financial systems and to a pullback from Morocco’s economic reform programme.

• Financial risk (LOW): The banking system is robust and well capitalised although non-performing loans are ris-
ing. The external financing situation looks on track to improve.

• Commercial risk (MEDIUM): The ease of doing business has deteriorated although an indicator of corruption 
levels has improved. However Morocco still suffers bureaucratic hurdles that risk deterring investors.
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Political Risk

Morocco sees itself as a beacon of stability within a region that has been hit by turmoil from both the Arab Spring 
protests and the rise of jihadist militants in Libya and the Middle East. While terrorism did not pose a systemic threat 
as it does in other MENA countries, there is a general risk of attacks by militant Islamists on domestic and overseas 
targets. The local elections have had been moved from May to September because new electoral laws have yet to 
be debated in the Parliament owing to the refusal of opposition parties to participate in an electoral commission 
responsible for drafting the new rules. If Prime Minister Abdelilah Benkirane were to push ahead with the polls 
without a full agreement there is a risk this could provoke a political row. The general election in 2016 may see a 
reversion to coalition government if the ruling PJD loses support because of unpopularity of economic reforms.

The main domestic risk is the high and consistent levels of unemployment especially among the young and the 
well educated. If the labour market and education reforms being implemented by the government do not bear 
fruit and reduce high unemployment, especially among the young, there is a risk of more outbreaks of social un-
rest. If the government fails to contain inflation, there is also a risk of an increase in the sporadic outbreaks of social 
unrest in recent years. Tensions between Algeria and Morocco over the disputed territory in Western Sahara, known 
in Morocco as the Southern Provinces, may also lead to violent protests.

Commercial Risk

Overall Morocco’s recent record of political stability and security especially following the Arab Spring, and its trans-
port links to Europe, Africa and the Mediterranean, makes it an attractive destination for investors. Businesses op-
erating in Morocco are still vulnerable to bureaucratic delays and exposure to corruption. The World Bank’s 2015 
Doing Business index ranks the country as 71st out of all 189 countries in terms of the ease of conducting business. 
This is a fall of three places from the previous year, mainly due to a fall of seven places in terms of ease of starting a 
business. On the other hand, Morocco made trading across borders easier by reducing the number of export docu-
ments required. However Morocco still scores poorly in terms of protecting minority interests, resolving business 
insolvencies and registering property. There are still delays for entrepreneurs wishing to obtain official approvals 
(with ranking of the best-performing nation, Singapore, in brackets). 

• Start a business: 11 days (2.5)
• Obtain construction permits: 94 days (25)
• Gain electricity supply: 62 days (31)

Morocco ranked 80 out of 175 countries in Transparency International’s 2014 Corruption Perceptions Index, which 
a score almost exactly in line with the regional average. This was a pronounced improvement from its 91 ranking 
in 2013.

Source:  World Bank, Doing Business Report, 2015
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KEY PARTNERS

Bombardier Aerospace

Like Renault, Bombardier Aerospace invested heavily in Morocco following the announcement of the 2009 Nation-
al Plan for Economic Development. After operating out of a transitional facility for a year, the Canadian firm, with 
a market cap valued at US$ 4.6 bn, opened a major factory in Casablanca in 2014. A US$ 200 mn investment, the 
facility is predicted to create 850 jobs by 2020.  Beyond Morocco’s efforts to increase industry, Bombardier’s move 
to Casablanca reflects both Africa’s increasing importance for major international corporations and the weakness 
of the continent’s airlines. In spite of impressive predicted economic growth (4.4% per year) and a population of 
1 bn, Africa accounts for only 3% of global air travel, only 20% of which is covered by African airlines. Through its 
Moroccan facility, Bombardier aims to help African airlines drastically increase cost competitiveness and gain larger 
market shares. 

Casablanca Finance City (CFC)

The 2010 launch of the CFC is a critical component of King Mohammed’s VI’s goal to turn Casablanca into Africa’s 
most important financial hub. Though still under construction, CFC is a “neighbourhood” built on 100 hectares in 
central Casablanca.  Morocco already offers generous corporate incentives, but companies associated with the CFC 
will benefit from a number of additional advantages, such as a drastically reduced tax rate on export turnovers, ad-
ministrative assistance, training programs, expedited visa processes for foreign workers, and 10% (rather than the 
standard 30%) tax on profits for companies who move their regional headquarters to Casablanca.   

France

The world’s sixth largest economy and third largest in the EU, France remains Morocco’s most important economic 
partner, topping several Gulf countries, the United States, and Spain with 21% of FDI investment in 2014.   Due 
largely to the countries’ longstanding historical relationship (Morocco was a French protectorate from 1912-1956) 
and the prevalence of the French language in Morocco, French companies continue to make critical investments in 
the North African nation of 33 mn. Currently, France has almost 500 subsidiary companies in Morocco employing 
more than 65,000 people.  Total, Renault, and BNP Paribas are among the most significant French companies with 
investments in Morocco; all have participated heavily in the privatisation process put in place in the 1990’s.   

Moroccan Investment Development Agency (AMDI)

The Moroccan Investment Development Agency was established in 2009 and serves as the central platform for 
investment information. Aside from organising conferences, advocating for investor-friendly laws and regulations, 
and publishing useful information about investment opportunities, AMDI assists foreign companies in navigating 
regulatory frameworks, benefitting from corporate incentives, and connecting with local partners.  With offices in 
the United States and four European countries and information available in five languages, AMDI is part of King 
Mohammed VI’s plan to promote investment in Morocco abroad, particularly since the establishment of Casablanca 
Finance City (CFC) in 2010. As AMDI agglomerates information in all major investment sectors, from heavy industry 
to tourism to energy, it is a key source of information for potential FDI investors. 

Maroc Telecom

Maroc Telecom, the country’s largest telecommunications company, is a good example of the considerable benefits 
brought on by the launch of Morocco’s major privatisation program in 1993. Though the state still owns 30% of the 
company’s shares, the Abu Dhabi-based company Etisalat bought a 53% stake in Maroc Telecom (previous held by 
French mass media company Vivendi) in 2013. Due largely to foreign capital, Maroc Telecom has expanded consid-
erably over the past two decades, both in Morocco and abroad. 
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Between 2006 and 2008, the number of fixed telephone subscribers in Morocco more than doubled, while 2008 
saw a 73% rise in the Moroccan mobile telephone penetration rate.  With subsidiaries in Mauritania, Gabon, Burkina 
Faso and Mali, Maroc Telecom continues to extend its reach in sub-Saharan Africa. From 2012-2013, the combined 
subsidiaries’ earnings grew 30% (to US$ 327 mn), earned through 30 mn customers.  

Renault 

Following the launch of Morocco’s National Plan for Industrial Development in 2009, automobile giant Renault has 
made major investments in the country. In 2012, the French firm opened the largest car factory in North Africa, a 
US$ 1.5 bn investment employing 6,000 local personnel and creating 30,000 jobs indirectly. The factory, located in 
the small town of Melloussa nears Tangiers, hopes to triple production in 2015.  Currently the major auto manufac-
turer in Morocco, Renault accounts for 37% of the national car market. Though the company already runs a factory 
in Casablanca, the new Tangiers factory will allow Renault to maintain its market share as demand increases. Addi-
tionally, proximity to the Tanger-Med port will allow Renault to ship automobiles all over the world. 

Spain

Though Spanish investment made up only 4.3% of FDI in 2014, Spain remains one of Morocco’s principal economic 
partners, with hundreds of businesses operating there.  From 2002-2012, Spanish investment accounted for 15% 
of FDI, and Morocco accounts for more than half of Spanish investment in Africa.    The countries generally have 
friendly diplomatic relations, though the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla, on the Moroccan coast, remain a 
source of tension; Morocco has continually called for Spain’s withdrawal.  In recent years, Spanish investors have 
become increasing involved in the agricultural sector, which makes up around a fifth of Moroccan GDP and remains 
the country’s largest employer. Spanish companies involved in export, production and processing have benefitted 
enormously from 2008 launch of the Green Morocco Plan, a government effort to improve agricultural output 
through projects aimed to help farmers achieve higher yields and more sustainable growth. 

United States

Currently Morocco’s sixth largest trading partner, the United States looks to play an increasingly important role 
in the country’s economic future. Since the signing of a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) in 2006, trade between the 
United States and Morocco has risen by 300%.  And in 2014, American investors made up 12% of FDI in Morocco, 
only behind France, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. Increased trade and investment between the two 
countries is largely tied to a long historical, strategic partnership, beginning with Morocco becoming the first coun-
try to recognise the United States in 1777. In light of its support in the American War on Terrorism, Morocco was 
designated a major Non-NATO Ally in 2004. 
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As one of the largest economies on the African continent and the Maghreb’s largest recipient of FDI, Morocco 
consistently outshines other MENA and African countries as a promising place for foreign investment. The reasons 
are myriad: the constitutional monarchy’s geographic location on the straights of Gibraltar, close economic and 
security operation with the United States and the EU, success in navigating unrest brought on by Arab Spring, 
well-developed infrastructure including ports, highways and airports, close economic (and linguistic) ties to West 
African markets, and economic reforms (such as privatisation and investment protection measures) aimed to at-
tract foreign investment all contribute to FDI.    The 52% increase in FDI projects in 2014 is a testament to the fact 
that King Mohammed VI and Moroccan government’s efforts continue to bear fruit. 

Recent projects, like the Casablanca Finance City (Africa’s second largest financial centre) and the Tanger-Med Port 
(soon to be Africa’s largest transitional hub when fully functional in 2016), are demonstrative of the government’s 
aim to bring large-scale manufacturers and major financial firms to Morocco.  Due to the country’s energy depend-
ency and the unpredictability of its enormous agricultural sector, the government launched the Green Morocco 
Plan and the Moroccan Solar Plan in 2008 and 2009, efforts aimed at stabilising economic growth and boosting the 
manufacturing sector.  And while criticisms ranging from endemic corruption, to bureaucratic inefficiency, to an 
unpredictable and opaque regulatory and judicial system remain relevant, the Moroccan government continues to 
demonstrate its commitment to improving the investment environment. The country’s commitment to upholding 
international arbitration rulings partially mitigate concerns about the legal system, and “Transparency Maroc” is 
indicative of the government’s serious effort to combat corruption.  

Morocco’s impressive tourism industry is a testament both to its internationally renowned natural beauty, and the 
government’s sustained efforts to ensure that their country remains among the most stable in the region. Consider-
ing that Morocco’s Tourism Vision 2020 strategy aims to double the number foreign tourists and King Mohammed 
IV has been successful in placating limited dissent and maintaining political stability, tourism (15% of FDI in 2014) 
is likely to bring in further investment. 

As completion of both the Tanger-Med port and the Casablanca Financial City are expected in 2016, industry and 
banking are likely to attract increased FDI in the following years, further benefitting from the full effects of 2014’s 
industry-focused Emergence Plan. Additionally, Morocco’s large-scale efforts to reduce dependence on imported 
fossil fusils should open up further investment opportunities in the energy sector.  

Certainly, risks remain. Morocco has a long way to go towards improving its regulatory system and fighting corrup-
tion, and while the constitutional monarchy has been successful in responding to political protests and the threat 
of terrorism thus far, the government must remain vigilant in preserving stability. Nonetheless, Morocco is strong 
MENA investment across a wide swath of economic sectors, and the government’s commitments to further improv-
ing the country’s investment climate ought to inspire confidence. 

CORE INSIGHTS 


